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Abstract 
In this paper, we study the linearity of on-line functions computable by finite automata. Two 
necessary and sufficient conditions are given for ensuring the linearity of on-line functions com- 
putable by finite automata. 
We provide an example of a non-affine on-line function, computed by a finite automaton. 
0. Introduction 
The implementation of algorithms for manipulating the real numbers has always 
met with difficulties. With the aim of seeking increasingly high-performance circuits, 
researchers have been led to come up with fundamentally new algorithms. 
One of the methods that has been thought of was based on the Avizienis number 
system [l] where digits may be negative. In this system, it is possible to avoid propa- 
gating the carries in an interesting and efficient way. This is the foundation of on-line 
arithmetic which was introduced by Ercegovac and Trivedi in 1977 [4]. 
On-line computations are carried out from left to right, digit by digit. The jth digit 
of the result is computed from the first 6 + j digits of the operands where 6 is a 
constant, called the on-line delay. 
In [5], Jean-Michel Muller considers fimctions which are on-line computable by finite 
automata and he proves the following results. 
Theorem 0.1. Let f be a function of one variable, with a piecewise continuous 
second derivative. If f is on-line computable by a jnite automaton, then in each 
interval where f” is continuous, f is an afJine function of the form f(x) = ax + h, 
where a, b are rational numbers. 
Theorem 0.2. Let f be a function of one variable, with a piecewise continuous src- 
ond derivative. If f is on-line computable by a jinite automaton, then the breakpoints 
off, i.e. the points where the second derivative off is not continuous, are rational 
numbers. 
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This paper deals with linearity conditions for functions which are on-line computable 
by finite automata. 
1. Three results about on-line computable functions 
Definition 1. Let 
Da={-~,-a+ l,..., -1,0,1,2 )...) a- La}, 
where 
r-l 
-<6a<r-1. 
2 
Let 
B = g /?ir-’ where pi E D,. 
Cz, /?ir-’ is a representation of the number /I in the Avizienis system with radix r 
and digit-set D,. 
In this paper, we consider numbers which are represented in radix r = 2 with a = 1 
and we denote 
ZzPir-i by O,P1/32...Pn... 
Recall that, for any alphabet C, C* is the free monoid generated by C, and E denotes 
the empty word. 
We now define sequential machines. A sequential machines is a finite automaton 
which is endowed with an impression function, i.e. for any state q and input symbol 
x0 the machine will perform a transition, and will print output symbols yi, ~2,. . . , yi 
[41. 
Definition 2. A sequential machine is given by 
(1) two finite alphabets C and r; 
(2) a finite nonempty set of states Q; 
(3) a transition function 2 : Q x C --f Q; 
(4) an impression function 0 : Q x C -+ r*; 
(5) an initial state denoted by 41. 
The transition function 2 enables us to define a function 1 : Q x C* -+ Q, extending 
the function 1 to words and defined by induction as 
(1) J(q,s) = 4; 
(2) x(q,wa) = A(x(q,w),a) if a E Z and w E C*. 
Similarly, the impression function rr can be extended to a function 6 : Q x Z* --t r* 
d(q, wa) = c&7, w), a). 
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In this paper we suppose that C = r = {i,O, l} and g(qi,u) E {c,i,O, l}, where the 
symbol i is another denotation of - 1, and E is the empty word. 
For any given sequence of inputs x1,x2,. .,x,, . . . , the sequence yi, ~2,. . , y,, . . 
defined by y, = G(ql,x,xz . . .x,) , n EN, is called the sequence of outputs computed 
by the machine A for the sequence of inputs x1,x2,. . . ,x,, . 
Definition 3. Let f be a function from [ - 1, l] to [- 1, 11. We say that the sequential 
machine A computes the on-line function f with delay 6, where 6 is a nonnega- 
tive natural number 6 > 0, if for the sequence of inputs XI ,x2,. . , xp, xi E { - 1, 0, 1 }, 
machine A computes the sequence of outputs yi, ~2,. . , yP, where yi = E if i d 6, 
and yi E { - 1, 0, 1 } if i > 6, and if moreover inputs and outputs are such that 
denoting 
x = 0,x1.x2 . .x, . and y = 0, y~+~ y6+2 .. y, . . 
we have 
f (xl = Y, 
We consider sequential machines running without delay. 
Definition 4. Let A be a sequential machine. We say that the sequential machine A 
has a state period for input x = 0,x,x2 . . .x, . . . if there is a sequence qj of states of 
A, 1 < j d k such that for the sequence of inputs x1,x2,. . . ,x,, . . an integer n can be 
found, such that for all integers s, 1 with 1 6 k, 
q[ = 3:(q1,x,x2.. .x, . . .%+I) = ~~(ql>xlx2.. .xn.. .&+sk+l) 
holds. 
The number k is said to be the length of this state period, n is said to be the 
beginning of the state period, and ql,q2,. . . ,qk is said to be the state period for input 
x=0,x,x2...&... 
Let A be a sequential machine with only one input. Let us assume that if we give 
the number x = 0,x,x2 . .x,, . . .XI . . . as input to A, there is a state @ of machine A 
which occurs twice: i.e. there are two integers n, 1 with n < 1 such that 
@ = x(ql,x,x2 . ..x.)=~(q~,x,x~...x,*..x~). (1) 
Let p = 1 - n. Then write ti =x,+i, where i is an integer and i < p. Consider the 
number 2=0,x, . ..x.tlt2...tptlt2...t,, ,... Obviously, x” is a periodic number of period 
tl t2 . . . t,, length p and with beginning n. 
Lemma 1. Let x = 0,x1x2.. .x, . . . xl.. be a real number such that 
441 ,x1x2 - . ..x.)=A(q~,x,x2...x,...x~). 
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If the real number 
x” = 0,x1 . ..x.tlt2...tP...tlt2...t, . . . . 
where ti=xn+i for 1 < i < p=l -II, is given as input to the sequential machine A, then 
A has a state period of length p with beginning n, and the number /3= 0, /31/32 . . . /I,, . . . 
which is output by A is periodic with a period of length p and with beginning n. 
The proof of Lemma 1 is easy and is omitted here. 
Now, suppose that the sequential machine A computes a given function f. Then, for 
the number x”=O,xtxz . ..x.tltz . . . t,... tl t2.. . t, . . . and for the function f the following 
lemma holds. 
Lemma 2. Let A be a sequential machine computing function f, and let x=0,x1x2 . . 
x,, . . .x1 be a real number such that 
I(41 ,X1X2 . ..x.)=~(q,,x,x2...x,...xt). 
If f has a derivative at 
x”=0,X,X2...X,tlt2...tptlt2...tp ...) 
where ti = xn+i for 1 < i < p = I- n, then f is afine on the closed interval 
I = [O,X~X2...X,TTl... ) o,x~x~...x,lll . ..I. 
Proof. Notice that if the hypotheses of Lemma 2 are satisfied, then those of Lemma 1 
are satisfied too and, consequently, A has a state period of length p with beginning n 
at number 2 and it maps number x” onto j? = 0, /Jt /j2 . . finalcc2 . . . apctl ~(2 . . . clp . . . which 
is periodic with a period of length p and beginning n. 
We thus have f (2) = p. Consider an arbitrary number y belonging to the interval I. 
The number y can be written as follows: 
y = 0,X1X2 . ..x.y1y2 . ..y. . ..) where yi E (1, 0, 1 }. 
Consider now the following sequence of numbers: 
zo = y = 0,x,x2 . ..xny1y2.. .y,. ..) 
Zl =0,xlx2...x,t]t2...tpyly2... ym . ..) 
Z2=0,X,X2...xnt,t2...tpt~t2...tpyly2...ym . ..) 
Zi=OyX~X2...X~tlt2...tp...tlt2...tpylY2...Ym . . . . 
L , 
ixp 
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For each i, consider x” - zi and f(2) - ,f(zi): 
.f - Zi = 0,X1X2 .X,tl t2 . . tptl t2 . . . tp . . 
-0,n,x2...x,t,t~...tp...t,t~.,.tpy1y2...ym.. 
\ / 
ixp 
=0,\00t,tt2...tpt,t2...tptlt2...tp.,. - o,uy,y2... y,... 
n+i.p n+i. p 
=0:~0.;.0~.(0,t,t2...t,t,t2...tp...-0,y,yZ...ym...)~ 
n+i.p 
As we have already noticed, 
and 
.f(Y> = 0,/3,p2 . ..PnYlY2 . ..%I . . . 
Taking into account that 
&x,x2 . ..x.) = I(ql,x,xz . ..x. tltz . ..tp...t1t2 . ..tp). 
\ / 
ixp 
it ensues that for each integer i, i < 0, 
f(Zi)=O,B,P2...Pnc(la2...ap...alr2...apylr2...Ym... 
. / 
1XP 
Consequently, 
-0,P,~2...Bnal~2...Mp...~l~2...~pyly2...y~... \ / 
ixp 
n+i.p ll+.p 
=0,~0._.o~.(0,ala2...crpalx2...a,...-0,~1::2~~~::m-~.~. 
n+i.p 
Now notice that 
f(f)-f(Zi) =O,~.(O,ala2...apa,z2...ilp..--O,yl).l...~~...)=~, 
2 - zj 0,~0.~.0~.(0,t,t2...tptlt2...tp... -O,YlYz...Ym...) 
n+i.p 
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It can be seen that (f(Z) - f(zi))/(X” - zi) is the same for every integer i. Hence, 
lim f(3 - fczi) = K 
i-00 2 - Zi 
7 
and from the existence of the derivative at 2 , we get 
f’(Z) = K. 
Besides, setting i = 0, 
f(Z) - f(z0) f(Z) - f(y) = 
x” - zo 2-y 
=K 
is also obtained. 
Consequently, 
f(y) = (y - x”)K + f(Y) = Ky + f(2) - Kx”. 
Therefore, f(y) = Ky + f(Z) - Kx”, where 2, K, f(i), are constants, holds for any y in 
the interval I. Hence, the lemma is proved. 0 
Definition 3. Let A be a sequential machine and let A4 be the number of states of 
machine A. The periodic number 
i=0,X~X~...Xntlt2...tptlt2...tp . ..) 
where 1 6 n < 12 + p ,< M + 1, is called test number for A if A has a state period of 
length p with beginning n for input 2. 
Remark. For any sequential machine A, the number of test numbers for machine A is 
finite. 
The interval I defined as 
I=[0,X*X2...Xnlll . ..) o,xix~...x,lll...] 
is called the interval adapted to 2 = 0,x1x2 . . . x,tl t2 . . . tptl t2 . . . t, . . . 
Theorem 1. Assume that f is on-line computable by a sequential machine A. If j’ 
has jirst-order derivatives at all test numbers of A, then f is a#ne in [- 1, 11. 
Proof. Let A4 be the number of states of machine A. We consider a sequence xi ,x2,. . . , 
xM,xM+l, i < A4 + 1, xi E {O,l}. Giving this sequence as input to the machine A, we 
see that there is a state @O of A which occurs twice, because the number of states of 
A is equal to M. Let 
@o = 4qlJlx2 . . .x,) = 1(q,,x1x2.. XnXn+l . . .-XI). 
Consider the real number 
x” = 0,x,x2 . ..X.X*+1 . ..xix.+i . ..Xl... 
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It is a test number for A because it is a periodic number with period x,+1 . xl, length 
1 - n, and beginning n, where n < 1 < M + 1. The number 2, the machine A and the 
function f satisfy the conditions of Lemma 2. Therefore, f is affine on the interval 
I = [0,x,x2 .,.x,111 . . . . o,x,x~...x,lll . ..I 
Now consider all finite sequences xi ,x2,. ..,x~,x~+l, where x, E (0, l}, for i < M + 1. 
There are 2”+1 different sequences x1 ,x2,. . . ,xM,xM+~, namely, 
xl,l,xl,2,~~ .>Xl,Mfl, 
x2,l,x2,2,.“,x2,M+l, 
. . . 
xi,1,xi,2,. . . ,x&M+13 
. . . 
XZ”+l,l,X2M-‘,2,. . . ,i$W+l,M+l. 
Let 
xCi) = O,xl,l~1,2 . ..x1.~+100...0 . . . . where 1 6 i < 2”+1. 
It is assumed that if i < j, then di) < ~0’). 
Notice that 
$i+l) - x(l) = 1 
2M+l’ 
where 1 < i < 2”+‘. 
For each sequence Xi,l,Xi,2,. . . ,Xi,M+l define the real number 
y(i) zz 0,x. x. I,1 Z,2...Xi,n,xi,n,+1 . ..Xi.I,Xi,n,+l . ..Xi.[, . . . . 
where 
l<n,<li<M+l. 
With _Y(‘) as input, A has a state period of length li - ni and with beginning ni. Obvi- 
ously, all the y(‘), 1 < i < 2”+‘, are test numbers. Hence, for every yci), 1 < i < 2”+1, 
f ‘(y”‘) is defined and consequently f is affine on 
Ri=[O,xi,lxi,2...xi,n,lll... , O,xi,lxi,2...~,,111 . ..I. 1 <i < 2”+’ 
That is to say if z E Ri, 
f(Z)=Klz + Bi, 
where Kiy Bi are constants. 
For every i, i 6 2”+’ - 1, consider the intervals 
Zi=[O,Xi,lxi,2...xi,~+1111..., O,xi,ixi,2...xi,M+llll...] 
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and 
Ii+1 = [O,Xi+l,lXi+l,Z . . .Xi+l,M+l 111 . . .Y O~Xi+l,lXi+l,2 . . .Xi+l,M+l 111 . . .I. 
Obviously, 
Zi C Ri and Zi+i C Ri+l since ni < A4 + 1 and ni+i < A4 + 1 . 
Consider the real numbers 
xci) = O,Xi,lXi,2.. .Xi,M+IOOO.. and ~(~+l) = O,xi+i,ixi+i,2 . . . ~i+l,~+1000.. . 
Notice that 
,G) < X(i+i) and that xG+U _x(i) = &__. 
Hence, 
xG+*) = xG) + l 
2M+” 
It follows that 
=.G) + l _ x(i+*), 
pkft1 
consequently, 
Zj flZj+l = [O,Xi,*Xi,2 . ..Xj.&f+llll . . ..O.Xi+l,lXi+l,2 . ..Xi+l.M+1000. ..I 
n [03Xi+l,lXi+l,2 . . .Xi+l,M+lfl1 *. . ~O~Xi+l,lXi+l,2~~ .Xi+l,M+l111 f. .I 
- 
= [O,Xi+l,lXi+l,Z . . .Xi+l,M+l l l l . . . ,O,Xi+l,lXi+l,2 . . .Xi+l,M+lOOO.. .I. 
Therefore Zi I- Zi+i is a nonempty interval which is not reduced to a single point. But 
Zi n Zi+i C Ri n Ri+l 
since 
Zi C Ri and Zi+i C Ri+l. 
Therefore, Ri f’Ri+l also is a nonempty interval which is not reduced to a single point. 
Function f is affine on the intervals Ri and Ri+, and so 
f(Y) = 
C 
KiY + Bi if y E Ri, 
Ki+ly+Bi+~ if YE&+]. 
There are two real numbers v and w such that 
v,wERifIRi+l and vjw. 
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Thus, 
f(u) = KiV + Bi, f(u) = Ki+lU + B~+I, 
f(W) =K~w + B,, f(W) =Ki+lW f Bi+l. 
Therefore, 
Ki = Ki+I and Bi = B,+l. 
Equalities 
K, = K2 = . . ’ = Kp+, and B, = BZ = ‘. . = B2w+l 
are obtained, and for u E $,” Ri, 
f(u)=Klu+Bl. 
AS 1, C Ri, UT:,” Ii C $l’ Ri holds. Hence, for every v E ufz;’ 1, 
f(u)=K, .v+B1. 
We thus obtain that f is affine on 
p11 
U Zi=[O,po...oJiii... , 11, 
i=l 
M+l 
and in the same way, f is affine on 
[-1,0,po...o111 . ..I. 
M-t1 
Finally, we obtain that f is affine on [- 1,1]. Theorem 1 is thus proved. q 
Theorem 2. Assume that function f is on-line computable by a sequential machine 
A. Iffor all the test numbers xi, the points (xi, f(xi)) are on the same line then f is 
afine in [-1, 11. 
Proof. Let D be the set of numbers such that for every number x ED, (x, f (x)) is on 
the same line as the points (Xi, f (Xi)) f or x, ranging over the set of test numbers. Let 
n be fixed and let x = O,xa,tx0,2 . . . x~,J~,~+~ . . be a real number such that ~0,~ +O and 
for every integer j with j > n “0,~ = 0, thus 
X = O,XO,,XO,J.. xo,,ooo. . . 
If x E D is proved, then the set of numbers D will be proved to be everywhere dense 
and, from the continuity of on-line computable functions [2], it will follow that f is 
affine on the interval [-l,l]. 
Now, construct, by induction, two finite sequences. 
Step 0: Let 
zo =x = 0,X0,JX0,2...X0,n . . . 
Consider the sequence xo,i , x0,2, . . . , XO,M+~ . Because the number of states of A is 
equal to M, if the sequence x0,1 ,x0,2,. . . , XO,M+I is given as input to A, one can see that 
there is a state @O of machine A which must occur twice. 
Let 
@o = 4qlJo,lX0,2 ” JO,S) = ~(qlJo,l~o,2~~ .~o,Sxo,s+l *. .%,rh 
wheres<r<M+l. Define 
yo =~,~o,l~o,2.‘-~o,s~o,sil **.~O,r~o,s+l . ..xo.r,-- 
Obviously, ya is a test number. If zo is a test number, the construction of the sequences 
{zj)j”=o and CYj>im_o is completed. Otherwise construct zi from za by removing the 
sequence of digits XO,~+~XO,~+Z . . .xo,~. 
From this we obtain 
Zl = 0,~0,1~0,2 . . . ~O,sXO,r+l~O,r+2 . . ’ 3 
and denote 
.a = %q1q2 . ..x1..sx1,s+ I . . . 
Step p: 
zp = 0,Xp,lXp,2.. .xp,n,. . 
Consider the sequence xp,i ,xp,2, . . . , x~,M+I. Giving this sequence as input to machine 
A, it is likewise seen that, since the number of states of machine A is equal to 44, there 
is a state @, of machine A which must occur twice. 
Let 
@D, = ;If41,x,lXp,2-..Xp,k) = &ql,Xp,lxp,2. ..Xp,kXp,kfl . . .xp,l). 
Let us take 
Yp = o,xp,lxp,2 . . .Xp,kXp,k+l . . .XpJXp,k+l , . .Xp,l.. . > 
where k < I d M + 1. Obviously, yp is a test number. If zp is a test number, then 
the construction is completed. Otherwise we construct z~+.~ from zp by removing the 
sequence of digits xp,k+ixp,k+2 . . .xp,l, and we obtain 
Zp+l = f4Xp,lXp,2 ’ . ~~p,kXp,lfl~p,i+2 . . . 
Denote 
2p-t.1 = o?xp+l,lxp+l,2~~ .Xp+LkXp+l,k+l f.. 
NOW, let US prove that both sequences {zj}~=o and {yj}jm_, are finite. Assume this is 
not the case. If the sequences are infinite, then for every j, zj is not a test number. 
We also have that 
x = O,XO,IXO,2.. .X~,~OOO.. . , 
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and at every step j we have 
Zj = O,Xj,[Xj,2.. .Xj,,OOO.. . 
Obviously, at least one of the +, i = 1,2,. . , n, is removed at every step j, j = 1, 2,. . . 
Otherwise, if it is assumed that at step p + 1 no X0.i is removed i = 1, 2,. . . , n, the 
following would hold: 
Zp = O,Xp,P,2 . . .Xp,n . . . > 
Yp = %xp,lxp,Z . . .Xp,kXp,k+l . . .Xp,lXp,kfl . . .xp,l . . . , 
Zpi-I = o>xp,l~p,2 . .Xp,kXpJ+lXpJfZ . , 
where x p,r = ~0,~ with r > k, t > n. Consequently, xp,,. = ~0,~ = 0, and then 
zp = zp+l = yp = 0,xpJxpJ.. .xp,kooo.. . , 
and it would follow from this that zp would be a test number for machine A, and so a 
contradiction would be reached. Thus at each step, at least one of the xa,~, i= 1,2,. . . , n, 
is removed. 
Since the number of numbers XO,~, i = 1,2,. . . , n, is equal to n, the construction of 
both sequences {zj}jm,o and {yj}y=s stops after a finite number of steps m + 1 6 n -+- 1. 
Consequently, {zj}~=o and {~j}Jm_~ are finite sequences, and z,+l is a test number for 
A. It is obvious that zp+l # yp, zp+l #zp, y, #zp for each p, p < m. 
Let us now prove that, for each p 6 m, the points (zp, f(z,)), (yp, f(yp)) and 
(Zp+h f(Zp+l 1) are on the same line. We have 
- 
I =[o,x~x~...x,111...) o,x,x:!...x,111 . ..I. 
Z p = 0,xpJxp.Z.. .Xp,kXp,k+l . . .~pJ~p,l+l . . ,X&n.. . , 
Y, = 04p,lxp,2 . . .Xp,kXp,k+l . . .Xp,lXp,k+l . . .xp,l . > 
Zp+l = O,Xp,lXp.2 . . .Xp,kXp,l+lXp,lfZ . . . 
Taking into account that 
‘(ql~xP,lxP,2 .‘.Xp,k) = &ql,X,,lX,,2. ..Xp,kXp,k+l . .X,,j), 
we also have 
f(Zp) = o,plP, ...PkalaZ. ..KI--kYlY2Y3. ..> 
f(yp) = &,!$a2 . ..pj&.tlz . ..a[-k6t.a2 . ..a.-k . . . . 
f(Zp+l)=O,PlD2...PkYIY2Y3... 
From the last three equalities, it follows that 
f(Yp) - f(Zp) _ f(Yp) - f(Zp+l) 
Y, -zp - YP--Zp+l . 
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Fig. 1. 
Th the points (~,,fC~,>>I (_Y~~.,Q.Y~)) and ( z~+~, f(zp+~ )) are on the same line for 
p=l, 2 ,...,m. Letting p=m, it follows that (~,f(z~)), (y,,,f(ym)) and (z~+I,~&+I)) 
are on the same line; since z,+l ED and ym ED, we deduce that z, ED. 
The same conclusion holds for every i, i < m, zi ED, and thus zo =x ED. Theorem 2 
is thus proved. cl 
Theorem 3. There is a function which is on-line computable by a sequential machine, 
and which is not a piecewise afine function on [-1, l] . 
Consider the function f, defined by (see Fig. 1) 
2-2(x + 2-Q if x E [-2-t, -3 .2-@+2)], 
2-+ _ 2-G+‘) ) if n E [-3 . 2-(i+2), __2-(‘+‘)] 
’ f(x) = 2-2(n _ 2-(i+lf) if x E p-Gfl), 3 .2-W-2)], 
2-2(2-i -x) if x E [3 . 2-(i+2),2-“], 
0 ifx=O. 
This function is continuous. Nevertheless, it is not piecewise affine on [-1, I] because 
there is no interval containing 0, on which the function is affine. 
Remark that if 
then 
f(x) = 2-(“2)gl(y) = 2-(i+2) f 2-2(1 - 1~1) where y = 2’+2 ’ 1x1 - 3 
and if 
XE -y---, 
[ 
2”+1 -A] U [~,~I, i= LT..., 
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to machine C to machine D 
Fig. 2 
then 
f(x) = 2-‘gz(y) = 2-‘2-*1y) where y = 2’ . 1x1 - 1. 
These alternative definitions of f are used for the construction of the sequential ma- 
chine A that computes f. 
The machine A consists of three submachines, B, C and D. B computes either the 
coefficient 2-(‘+2) or the coefficient 2-’ and chooses between submachine C and sub- 
machine D accordingly. 
If B determines that the input x belongs to 
[-&u[&] 
it computes the coefficient 2-(‘+*), takes state 11, and switches on submachine C. 
If B determines that the input x belongs to 
[ 
-&~-&]+2&] 
it computes the coefficient 2-‘, takes state TO or 10, and switches on submachine D 
(see Fig. 2). 
Submachine C (Fig. 3) is a sequential machine which computes fimction g,(x) = 
2-71 - 1x1). 
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0 & i(i) 
30) 1(0 Y---c iii f 1101 ) in 
Fig. 3. 
Submachine D (Fig. 4) is a sequential machine which computes function 2-21xI. 
Finally, mahcine A computes the fknction f. The diagram of machine A is given in 
the appendix. 
Example. Let x=0,11000 . . . . and y=O,lOlll ,.. Obviously x = y, and f(x) = f( y) = 
2-4. 
For input x we have 
Step Input 
1 1 
2 1 
3 0 
4 0 
5 0 
6 0 
n 0 
output State 
1 
11 
110 
1100 
1100 
1100 
1100 
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D 
Fig. 4. 
The output number is 0,0000111 . . . , which is equal to f(x) = 2-4. Notice that in 
step 2, the machine determines that x E [l, $1. 
For input y we have 
Step 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
n 
Input 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
output 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
State 
1 
10 
101 
1011 
1011 
1011 
1011 
The output number is 0,0000111 . . .=2-4 and it is equal to the output number computed 
on input x. The machine determines that y E [i, 51 at step 2. 
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2. Conclusion 
In this paper we have studied conditions of linearity for functions which are on- 
line computable by sequential machines. We defined the notion of test numbers for 
sequential machines which allowed us to find two necessary and sufficient conditions of 
linearity for such on-line computable functions. These conditions are given by Theorems 
1 and 2. Theorem 2 allows to check effectively whether such a given on-line computable 
function is affine, because, according to the theorem, we only have to check if the 
values of the function are on the same line as a finite set of points corresponding to 
rational numbers and this is a decidable problem. 
Moreover, Theorem 3 proves that sequential machines are able to compute continuous 
functions which are not piecewise affine. 
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